We have measured the spin-transfer parameters K«, KsL, KLs, and Kss at 788 MeV from 47 to 177' c.m. , and also uncovered a 10 -16 /o normalization discrepancy which affects all previous np elastic spin data from LAMPF. Results disagree significantly from previous phase-shift predictions. With the inclusion of these new data the NN phase shifts and amplitudes (isospin 0 and 1) become well determined for the first time near 800 MeV.
I. INTRODUCTION
A major goal at LAMPF has been to determine the nucleon-nucleon isospin-zero (X% 1=0) phase shifts and amplitudes near 800 MeV. We have measured four spintransfer observables which, when combined with previous spin-dependent data near 800 MeV, lead to stable solutions.
As recently as 1988 Amdt [1] stated that above 500
MeV the NX I = 0 phase shifts were "essentially undefined. " Bugg [2] pointed out that the spin-transfer observables K~L, Kzz, and JC» were needed to establish stable, well-determined solutions. Since our experimental method measures EL~s imultaneously with ALL and K~L simultaneously with Kzz, we have measured these four observables. This overdetermination allows some crosschecking of possible systematic errors as described below.
Previous spin-dependent data for np free scattering near 800 MeV are the analyzing powers [3 -6] the four spin-correlation parameters [7 -11] ,and spin-transfer parameters near 180' c.m. [12, 13] . In addition, the spindependent total cross sections b, ol and b.oT [14 -17] have recently been measured. Finally, the analyzing power [6] Atv and spin-depolarization parameters D;1 have been measured for the quasifree reaction from the neutron in deuterium [18] . ( Note that the quoted uncertainties for A& in Ref. [6] are statistical only. ) Experience with the isospin-1 (pp) system has shown that the phase-shift analysis becomes reliable only when there are sufficient data to overdetermine the five scattering amplitudes independently of theoretical input. With less data the phase-shift analysis relies more heavily on theoretical and phenomenological input to fix the higher partial waves. Furthermore, the data set may contain systematic errors which were unsuspected but which show up as internal inconsistencies once the amplitudes become overdetermined.
Failure to account for these errors leads [19] when the pp data set became sufficient to overdetermine the I = 1 amplitudes.
Spinka [20] has shown that one can solve for the amplitudes up to a discrete fourfold ambiguity using only the cross section, analyzing power, and the four spincorrelation parameters. to the accelerator rf to better than 1 ns.
After passing through S1, M1, M2, M3, and S2, the scattered proton trajectories were bent 30' in a vertical plane through Scylla, a bending magnet 1. target. The average spin precession in Scylla was deduced from the bend angle, which was measured to better than 0.2%%uo. 2% and its calibration agrees well with that of similar devices at Saturne [30] , TRIUMF [31, 32] , and SIN/PSI The upstream Janus detectors complete the Scylla spectrometer by measuring the proton trajectory after bending and precessing in the Scylla magnet. From this we deduce the proton momentum and spin precession angle. The downstream Janus detectors measure the polar and azimuthal angles for the (inclusive) carbon scattering, from which we deduce two components of the final-state proton spin.
D. Spin transfer and notation
The final-state proton scattered from the LH2 target in general has three spin components: N, 5, and L [25] . L is parallel to the momentum vector k. X is vertical, normal to the scattering plane, defined as k;"Xk,""where k;" is the incident and k, ", is the outgoing momentum. S is defined by 1V XI-. Good events were selected with the following tests.
1. Incident time 0fflight: S12T 4. Janus polarimeter S12T was the time of Aight from the LD2 neutron production target to the mean of S1 and S2. The LAMPF The Janus carbon polarimeter [27] (Fig. 1) consists of (1) a scintillator plane (SF) and multiwire drift chambers (MWDC's) to measure the proton time and trajectory; (2) a carbon analyzer, variable in thickness from 3 
H. Spin direction
The spin direction of the polarized neutron beam from the LAMPF LD2 target has been examined in detail by Spinka [35] . This experiment used the same system except for a larger-diameter collimator and a largeraperture magnet (BRBM1) after the collimator. Relocation of some beam-line components over the years may have resulted in small changes in alignment. Also it should be noted that in previous experiments it was standard practice to place about 5 radiation lengths (30 mm) of lead in the neutron beam to attenuate the gamma-ray flux; no lead was used in this experiment. We believe that these changes were all insignificant.
All three components (S, X, L) of the proton beam are measured by two beam-line polarirneters separated by a bend; the neutron spin direction after the H(p, n) reaction in the LD2 target can be calculated from the ratio of the spin-transfer coefficients XII /Ezz. The proton beam is swept aside by the beam-line magnets LBBM6,7 (see Fig. 1 of Ref. [36] or Fig. 3 of Ref. [37] ); the neutron beam (at 0') passes through part of LBBM6,7 and is thus precessed by about 50'. The neutron precession magnet (BRBM1) is set either to restore the spin to L (canceling the precession in LBBM6,7) or to precess an additional 40 ' to give S spin.
The neutron spin direction is measured by a highcount-rate polarimeter, QPAN (similar to earlier versions [38, 39] It is possible to compare our results with previous results [35] via the neutron precession in LBBM6,7. Our data imply a neutron precession of 53. 4'+0. 2 Our large-diameter collimator might have an effect, e.g. , if the neutron spin direction varies nonlinearly as a function of position. We repeated the most sensitive data (EsL near 120 ) with large (14 cm) and small (5 cm) collimators and concluded that the difference is smaller than 1.7.
The neutron beam has a spectrum of energies including a high-energy peak and a tail of lower-energy neutrons [36, 37] which precess differently in LBBM6,7 and BRBM1. The neutron polarimeter QPAN is designed to be insensitive to the lower-energy neutrons. Nevertheless, we searched for such a possibility by changing the QPAN parameters that affect its sensitivity to low-energy neutrons, and found no significant change.
For L-spin neutrons the precessions due to BRBM1 and LBBM6,7 cancel, so the presence of lower-energy neutrons would cause systematic errors only for S-spin neutrons. Therefore the neutrons are set to L-spin with high precision and without significant systematic error.
To set to S spin either we can measure the QPAN asymmetry as a function of the BRBM1 setting and find the maximum or we can use the BRBM1 field measurements to calculate the change from the L to the S setting.
These two methods agree to 0.6%; therefore we conclude that the possible systematic error is less than 0. 5'.
Finally, we checked the neutron-beam spin direction using the relation [34] (&Ls+&sr. )/(&LL, -&ss ) =+tanl9"b .
(The + or -sign depends on the sign convention as summarized in Table I .) The dominant effect of an incorrect spin direction would be to mix ICLI (which is large) into KsL (which is small) so that the above relation would not hold. We derived the spin direction that would make the relation precisely true at each scattering angle. Averaging all the data, we calculated the optimum beam spin direction to be 0.5 +0.7 from our measured value, i.e. , this check confirms our measurements to 0. 7'.
We conclude that the uncertainty in spin directio~gen-erally makes a negligible contribution to the final uncertainty of the observables, except for K&L near 120 c.m. , where we have added 0.01 (in quadrature) to the uncertainties, corresponding to a 0.7', uncertainty in the spin direction.
III. NORMALIZATION The polarization of the primary proton beam is measured by two beam-line polarimeters (separated by a bend to measure all three spin components). The beam-line polarimeters have been calibrated to 1% for a wellfocused beam spot [40] . Experience [44] , and also estimate 7% systematic uncertainty.
The disagreement with these earlier data suggests that the np elastic analyzing power data [3] should be renormalized, e.g. , multiplying by (0.64/0. 72). Bugg [2] and Bandyopadhyay et al. [45] have independently made the same suggestion. Since Newsom et [7 -10] , and Beddo [14, 15] extend over several energies and were all normalized to Chalmers et al. [43] . Our forthcoming paper on the recent KLI (d) measurements will include suggested renormalization factors at these other energies.
V. RESULTS
Four spin-transfer observables have been measured for 788-MeV polarized neutrons incident on liquid hydrogen, measuring the spin transfer to the outgoing proton. The observables are defined in Table I and listed in Table II. The overall normalization uncertainty is 2.4%.
In Figs. 3 -6 the data are compared with new phaseshift solutions by Amdt, Bugg [46] , Leluc, and Lehar, which include our new data and recommended renormalizations; Fig. 7 shows previous predictions. These authors report that with the inclusion of these new data the solutions are well determined with a well-behaved error matrix for the first time near 800 MeV.
